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Learning HTML5 by Creating Fun GamesPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learning should be fun, especially when it comes to getting to grips with HTML5. Each chapter of this book teaches a new concept of HTML5 by helping you develop a relevant game. It’s education without the effort.


	Overview

	
		Learn the basics of this emerging technology and have fun doing it
	...
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Finite Element Methods for Engineering Sciences: Theoretical Approach and Problem Solving TechniquesSpringer, 2008

	This self-tutorial offers a concise yet thorough grounding in the mathematics necessary for successfully applying FEMs to practical problems in science and engineering. The unique approach first summarizes and outlines the finite-element mathematics in general and then, in the second and major part, formulates problem examples that clearly...
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Introduction to Wireless Localization: With iPhone SDK ExamplesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This book provides a comprehensive overview of the entire landscape of both outdoor and indoor wireless positioning, and guides the reader step by step in the implementation of wireless positioning applications on the iPhone. Explanations of fundamental positioning techniques are given throughout the text, along with many programming...
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Adaptive Control: Algorithms, Analysis and Applications (Communications and Control Engineering)Springer, 2011

	Adaptive Control (second edition) shows how a desired level of system performance can be maintained automatically and in real time, even when process or disturbance parameters are unknown and variable. It is a coherent exposition of the many aspects of this field, setting out the problems to be addressed and moving on to solutions, their...
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Introducing 3ds Max 2008Sybex, 2008
Introducing 3ds Max 2008 breaks down the complexities of 3D modeling, texturing, animating, and visual effects. You'll jump right into the 3ds Max pipeline—from preproduction through postproduction—with clear-cut explanations, tutorials, and hands-on projects to build your skills. A special color insert includes real-world...
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Python All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2021

	
		The one-stop resource for all your Python queries

	
		Powerful and flexible, Python is one of the most popular programming languages in the world. It's got all the right stuff for the software driving the cutting-edge of the development world?machine learning, robotics, artificial intelligence, data science, etc....
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Foundation Flash CS5 For DesignersApress, 2010

	Flash is one of the most engaging, innovative, and versatile technologies available—allowing the creation of anything from animated banners and simple cartoons to Rich Internet Applications, interactive videos, and dynamic user interfaces for web sites, kiosks, devices, or DVDs. The possibilities are endless, and now it just got...
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Instant Firebug StarterPackt Publishing, 2013

	Monitor, edit, and debug any web page in real time with this handy practical guide


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results.
	
		Modify HTML on the fly.
	
		Profile and Debug JavaScript.
	
		Change the look and...
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Computational Methods for Deep Learning: Theoretic, Practice and Applications (Texts in Computer Science)Springer, 2020

	
		Integrating concepts from deep learning, machine learning, and artificial neural networks, this highly unique textbook presents content progressively from easy to more complex, orienting its content about knowledge transfer from the viewpoint of machine intelligence. It adopts the methodology from graphical theory, mathematical...
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Electrical Engineer's Portable HandbookMcGraw-Hill, 2003
THE NO. 1 ON-THE-JOB ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING REFERENCE
This quick-look-up working tool, packed with tables, charts, and checklists, takes the guesswork out of almost any electrical design task or calculation. Indispensable for electrical engineers, designers, and technicians, the Handbook provides immediate fingertip...
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Foundations of Neural Networks, Fuzzy Systems, and Knowledge EngineeringMIT Press, 1996
           Here we have a comprehensive, problem-oriented, engineering perspective on the uses of neural nets, fuzzy systems, and hybrids that emphasizes practical solutions to everyday artificial intelligence (AI) problems over abstract theoretical noodling. Intended for upper-division students and postgraduates who need a...
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Implementing Samba 4Packt Publishing, 2014

	Exploit the real power of Samba 4 Server by leveraging the benefits of an Active Directory Domain Controller


	Overview

	
		Understand the different roles that Samba 4 Server can play on the network
	
		Implement Samba 4 as an Active Directory Domain Controller
	
		Step-by-step and...
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